
Crush the Castle

**About Crush the Castle**

In Crush the Castle players must use a catapult to destroy the enemy fortresses. For this they have

different ammunition available.

Crush the Castle offers catapult action at its best. With the help of your catapult, you must destroy

your opponent's fortress. Your catapult can be loaded with a variety of ammo, from stones to

torches. With a simple shot it is usually not done. Often you have to fire at the fortress or the

castle of your enemy several times to destroy it completely. The number of shots you need to

destroy the enemy castle determines whether you will receive a Gold, Silver, or Bronze medal for

the level. There are a total of over 100 exciting levels available that are both varied and

challenging.

**Crush the Castle - Features:** 

- Destroy the fortress of your opponents: In Crush the Castle, you are on the battlefield. In the more

than 100 levels you have only one task: you have to destroy the fortress of your opponent. For this

you have a catapult available. First, the fortress of the opponent will be presented to you. This will

allow you to study the enemy's castle closely and understand its design. With a simple touch on

the screen, you shoot your ammunition. Now you can see how your shot flies and where it hits the

fortress. Your next shot should at best hit the fortress's weak points in order that it collapses

completely. When the castle is completely destroyed, you have successfully completed the level.

- Receive medals: The fewer shots you need to destroy the castle, the better your gameplay

performance, of course. The number of shots determines whether you receive a gold, silver or

bronze medal. Of course, your goal should always be to finish all levels with a gold medal.

- Unique ammo: Your catapult can be loaded with a variety of ammunition. So you can fire at your

enemy's castle not only with stones and boulders, but also with fire.

- Unlock new skins: In the course of the game you have the opportunity to unlock new skins for

your catapult. However, for this you have to perform particularly good and complete many levels

with a gold medal.

Conclusion: Crush the Castle is an entertaining mobile game that remains exciting and challenging

due to its varied levels, even after several hours of play. In addition, players are encouraged by the

various medals to complete the level as best as possible.


